First, a story...
______ was disappointed when the email to join the Esoteric Order of
Dagon was ignored. He had carefully worded the request to join the
secretive Lovecraftian occult order, including details of his interests and
sincerity. After painfully waiting months, he decided that the Order was
either inactive or was not taking on new members at this time. His effort
to connect with this shadow organization had failed.
Then, his dreams started to get interesting. He wasn't sure if they were
the result of his exhaustion from long hours at his minimum wage job,
combined with his drinking, or the result of late night watching old
horror films on DVD and reading Kenneth Grant's books.
The dreams faded quickly in the mornings, and he only had a short time
to write down some notes on them.
A few days later he surprisingly got an email from "Frater Obed Marsh",
the "Grand Master" of the the Esoteric Order of Dagon:

Anno Cthulhu 82
Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.
Ph’nglui mglw’nafh Cthulhu R’lyeh wagh’nagl fhtagn.
Thank you for your interest.
I wish to personally formally introduce you to the
reformed Esoteric Order of Dagon, as described in the
Introduction booklet.
As Randolph Carter I was the Founder of the modern
adaptation of the Esoteric Order of Dagon and therefore
I am in the unique position to formulate and implement
the agenda of the Order as envisioned by the former
Directors who constitute the Yaddith Lodge, the Supreme
Council of the Temple of Dagon. As the new Grand
Master(as described in the Announcement of the Yaddith
Lodge) I now possess the Seal and Ring of the Order and
am prepared to perform the duties of my office and
implement the New Phase.
In March 2007 I visited London, where I met Michael
Staley of the Typhonean O.T.O. , and traveled to York
where I met my long time correspondent and counterpart
Peter Smith who has been instrumental in the creation
and evolution of the Order. Both are former Directors
and present members of the Yaddith Lodge, and our
meetings were both personally rewarding and
encouraging.

This Order, currently with members in the United
States, Europe and South America, is intended for those
who can demonstrate their sincere interest and efforts
in the Lovecraftian mythos as it connects to esoteric
traditions. If you believe that you are a serious
researcher in the Lovecraftian magickal tradition, and
believe you would be interested in associating with
others that are mature, sane and effective in their
esoteric pursuits, please considering applying for
membership. Persons seriously interested in applying
for membership after perusal of this Introduction are
invited to contact the Grand R'lyeh Lodge. A creative
effort is needed for applying for the Neophyte degree
and evidence of such should be enclosed with the
application.
I would be glad to answer any questions you may have,
and your inquiry will be answered promptly. Looking
forward to hearing from you soon.
Love is the law, love under will
Ia! Ia! Cthulhu fhtagn!
"the Cult still lives..."
Yrs Fraternally,
Obed Marsh

_____________ quickly wrote back, giving the name

“___________ " as his Order name, which as his magickal motto,
was needed to create a second, new personality, and a formal
statement that indeed, he had taken the First Oath of Dagon.
And waited… The silence was insulting and mystifying. Why did they
bother to respond if there was no Order activity, no ongoing
interaction between members, and no instruction from Frater Obed?

--------------------------------------------------------------------------The Nature and Aims of the Esoteric Order of Dagon
(the origins, nature, practices, and aims of this society)
To all active, inactive, former and prospective members:
(It is assumed that the reader has already read the Introduction to the Esoteric Order of
Dagon, which should have answered any questions about our history and nature.)
The Order has experienced official Periods of Silence as well as unhelpful periods of
dormancy and lethargy, becoming sluggish, apathetic and directionless. While having
avoided creating a "cult of personality", a noticeable lack of leadership has occurred and
the Grand Master has been too often obscure, difficult and aloof.
Persons with an interest in post-modern, dark-side, Khaos occultism eventually may
stumble upon dark rumors and references to the E.'.O.'.D.'. It is by becoming a
member, associating with this group, forging a link, and becoming one of us, that you will
start to open up and first, experience severe cognitive dissonance, feelings of dread and
doom, and finally obtain gnostic existential revelation beyond ancient good and evil.
The Esoteric Order of Dagon is a degenerate cult, whose members enter into another
dimension of seriously bad dreams, gaining access by horrid rites of fetish obsession. As
devoted disciples of this cabal, compulsively engaged in dark convulsive personal Work,
authentic encounters with atavistic entities is achieved with self-fulfilling efforts for
infestation. By become a portal, and becoming successfully infused with the Outside,
psychic invasion and transformation occurs.
The Order is revived by the individual efforts of its members. Successful members
generate creative scholarship, as we are a group of writers of non-fiction research, occult
tales, and artists of outré surrealistic art. These works reveal glimpses of the
Necronomicon, a fictitious occult book, reputedly ancient and dangerous to sanity. The
Necronomicon does not exist. The Necronomicon is real. It is expected that members
create their own forbidden book, containing writings and artwork, and designed with an
ominous sigil on the cover of the grimoire. The goal - internal transformation, creating
one's own inner Deep One, dedicated to themes of genuine depth.

The Esoteric Order of Dagon is not for the ordinary fans of Lovecraft's fiction or Call of
Cthulhu games, with youthful enthusiasm for the Cthulhu mythos, nor for the esoterically
inexperienced or for the ever-wandering seeker who joins and quits groups regularly, or
for the merely casual curious, or the just bored and antagonistical, or suitable for the
"satanic" heavy metal adolescent, and definitely the just plain bat-shit crazy unstable are
not welcomed. Generic inquiries that are not encouraging, with a general lack of proper
punctuation and multiple gross spelling errors are not responded to.
Letters that are rambling and pointless suggest that the writer felt that they had
something important to say in their letter, but if they did, it escapes me. Unfortunately,
those without some basic English language skills cannot be accommodated.
Just to make the application process clear:
1) Submission of a Statement of age, sanity, non-criminal background, date of having
taken the First Oath of Dagon, and their choice of an Order name, and an attached
example of creative occultism relating to the Lovecraftian mythos. The candidate will be
informed whether their application has been approved or rejected.
The Neophyte degree conveys merely a preliminary status. Without having proven oneself
to be worthy of the Initiate degree within one year, the member is automatically dropped.
They are also rejected if within the year they have not responded to repeated attempts to
communicate or they have acted hostilely towards members or the Order, fostering
discord and confusion. Strictly speaking only members of the third degree are considered
to be full members of the E.'.O.'.D.'. proper. They have been successful in their
individualistic creative occultism. Members must offer enthusiasm and activity, and not
wait for the Order to provide them with entertainment.
Members venerate the principals of liberation that are symbolized by Great Cthulhu. Is it
wise to want to Know and Understand the forces of the Collective Unconscious? Are these
forces outside of us, or inside of us, or both? I do not know or presume to know. The
Order possesses terrible and arcane inside knowledge, which has been preserved,
maintained, and expanded upon by our group effort as a body of Initiates. Comprising our
Order, these Initiates having become knowledgeable via the Transmission of Occult
Sciences whose linage can be traced back to the Deep One Oannes of remote antiquity.
The Esoteric Order of Dagon is not an initiatory organization. There are no formal rituals,
ceremonies or workings, beyond the Three Oaths. Members are expected to be
knowledgeable and creative enough to conduct their own efforts. They are elite,
connoisseurs and scholarly. The tangible results of these individual efforts are then

shared with other members via the Grand Master.
The connection to the 23 Current itself offers a vitally important link for those eager to
continue their magical studies, practicing and developing their own invented methods and
personal results from contact with otherworldly entities, non-human cosmic intelligence.
Hints of the convergence of the esoteric traditions is alluded to in various Lovecraft
stories.
The sharing of personal experiences is the advantage that a knowledgeable and
sophisticated membership offers, with the commitment to developing relationships, both
by regular correspondence and by meeting in person and collaboration on significant
projects - feedback to feed what is known as the New Mythos. The Order established itself
to become a network, to empower and collaborate with official recognition of their
participation. Members use Lovecraft's deities as "work material", but may not always
quite understand to what purpose: what a "god" is and what it represents, and what is our
specific objective. The Order provides access to the 23 Current. By associating with and
identifying with the idea of a modern Lovecrafian cult, creating a new Tradition,
individual efforts for advancement promote and facilitate cooperation. It is a
conglomerate of thinkers and researchers.
Academically connected individuals are welcomed, as long as they are serious and
involved, and not merely anthropologists visiting a primitive tribe with the aim of writing a
paper on them.
The reformulated Order will put emphasis on concentrating on connection between the
R'lyeh Grand Lodge and the membership directly. All subsidiary lodges are therefore
dissolved and all members are solely associated with the R'lyeh Grand Lodge, in one-onone direct communication with Frater Obed Marsh. A personalized agenda will be
formulated for each member, pertaining to their degree and interests. A publishing
program will be announced after the official membership roster has been determined.
Dear Member: What are you looking for and want to accomplish? What resources do you
need? What can you bring to the Order?
"the Cult still lives..."
Yours fraternally,
Obed Marsh
Grand Master Obed Marsh

